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St. Thomas Aquinas College—Spring 2016—Independent Study 

RELS/PHIL 400: Derrida 
Professor Craig Martin—cmartin@stac.edu 

Office Hours: Tues/Wed 10:00am-12:00pm—Naughton 106 
 

Course Introduction 
 

Jacques Derrida, widely regarded as the founder of a post-structuralist philosophical approach called 
“deconstruction”—an approach that fundamentally calls into question the very ideas of “origins” and 
“foundations”—was one of the most important philosophers of the twentieth century. A master of 
immanent critique, throughout his career Derrida relentlessly criticized essentialism and ethnocentrism 
in the history of western philosophy. In two of his earliest works, Voice and Phenomenon and Of 
Grammatology, Derrida offers a critique of “ideality” in Husserl’s works and various theories of “signs” 
in linguistics and semiotics; his analysis is directed toward a consideration of 1) the conditions under 
which it is possible for a “thing” to become a “thing,” 2) the constitutive role of quasi-transcendentals 
such as “differance" in their creation, and 3) the claim that their conditions of possibility are 
simultaneously their conditions of impossibility. We will slowly walk through a close reading of these 
two texts, paying careful attention to the relation of his position to idealism and empiricism, as well as 
the works of Kant, Hegel, and Heidegger—especially the latter’s critique of onto-theology. 

 

Learning Objectives 
 

Motivated and hard-working students will: 

 become knowledgeable about Derrida’s arguments in Voice and Phenomenon and Of Grammatology; 

 improve their reading skills; and 

 improve their critical thinking skills. 

 
Assignments 
 
1. Meetings 
 

Although this is an independent study, I expect students to meet with me once a week to have a 
discussion of the readings. 

 
2. Projects 

 
Students will do two projects in this course. These could take the form of a paper, a presentation, or an 
exam (written or oral). Students may choose between projects of two types: either an exegesis of a 
passage from the books we’re reading, or an argument—either arguing with or against Derrida’s 
claims. Students will consult with the professor in choosing their projects. 
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Course Policies 
 
1. Academic Integrity 
 

Academic Integrity, a commitment to honesty, fairness, respect, and responsibility, is the foundation of 
the learning process. All members of the St. Thomas Aquinas College community are held to the 
highest standards of academic honesty. While we recognize the participatory nature of education, we 
take academic integrity very seriously, and the College policy on academic dishonesty details 
consequences that can include dismissal from the College. That policy can be found in both the 
Student Handbook and the College Catalog. 
 
As a student in this class, you must demonstrate your commitment to academic integrity by submitting 
work which originates in your own imagination, analytical faculties, or your own knowledge, which you 
have done yourself, and which represents your very best efforts. When appropriate, your work should 
be supplemented and supported by other sources; however, you must always insure that these sources 
are properly cited using the recommended documentation system. 
 
Plagiarism is the submission of work that is not your own as if it were your own. This includes ideas you get from 
elsewhere and language—specific words, phrases, sentences, or sentence structures—taken from other 
sources. For instance, it is never okay to take someone else’s sentences and exchange or swap a few 
words or clauses. All uses of the ideas or wording from other sources should be appropriately quoted 
and cited. In addition, you should know that it is easy for professors to recognize plagiarism. 
 
Plagiarism is a serious offense, punishable by sanctions ranging from failure to dismissal from the 
college. In my course, first offences will result in a zero on the assignment; second offenses will result 
in failure for the course. In all such cases a letter documenting the violation and the penalty assigned 
will be sent to the Vice President for Academic Affairs; these letters will become a part of a student’s 
permanent file. 
 
I will make an effort to educate students clearly about expectations on these matters, so that ignorance 
of academic integrity standards will not be an issue. If you do not understand the expectations or have 
any questions about them, please do not hesitate to contact me or meet with me to get clarification. 

 
2. Title IX Reporting 
 

Students should be aware that faculty members are required to report certain information to the 
STAC’s Title IX Officer.  If you inform me or I witness sexual misconduct—which includes: sexual 
harassment, sexual assault, or any gender-based discrimination—I will keep the information as private 
as I can, but I am required to bring it to the attention of STAC’s Title IX Officer.  
 
Students should also be aware that disclosing such experiences in course assignments does not put the 
college on notice and will not begin the process of STAC providing assistance or response to those 
possible offenses.  
 
If you would like to talk to the Title IX Officer directly, you can contact Pat Pacchiana at 
ppacchia@stac.edu or call 845-398-4044. Additionally, you can also report incidents or complaints to 
campus security 845-398-4080.  You can also find more information at www.stac.edu/titleix. 
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If you would like to report a concern confidentially to a confidential counseling resource, you may speak 
to the following people:  

 
Ms. Eileen Mastrovito, RN 
Director Health Services 
845.398.4242 
 
Dr. Lou Muggeo  
Director Counseling & Psychological Services 
845.398.4174   
 
Rabbi Daniel Pernick 
Campus Minister 
845.398.4063 
 
Center for Safety and Change 
http://centerforsafetyandchange.org 
845.634.3344 
9 Johnsons Lane, New City, NY 10956 

 
3. Other 
 

I want to accommodate difficulties you might have this semester. 

 Please do not hesitate to email me, drop by my office, or make an appointment with me, for 
whatever reason. 

 Please notify me if you are experiencing problems or difficulties that prevent you from 
completing the coursework—it is easier for me to accommodate any such difficulties if you 
keep me informed. 

 Students requiring accommodations for a documented disability should notify me before the 
end of the first week. 

 

Course Readings 
 

Students must purchase the following texts: 
 

 Jacques Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon 

 Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, 40th Anniversary Edition 
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Course Schedule 
 

Week of Class Topic Assignments 
Jan 25 
 

Husserl and Ideality Jacques Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 3-14 

Feb 1 
 

 Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 15-26 

Feb 8 
 

 Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 27-40 

Feb 15 
 

 Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 41-50 

Feb 22 
 

 Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 51-59 

Feb 29 
 

 Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 60-74 

Mar 7 
 

 Derrida, Voice and Phenomenon, 75-89 

Mar 14 
 

Spring Break No Reading 

Mar 21 
 

Heidegger, Onto-theology, 
and Signs 

Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, cxiii-19 

First Project Due 

Mar 28 
 

 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 19-32 

Apr 4 
 

 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 32-47 

Apr 11 
 

 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 47-61 

Apr 18 
 

 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 61-79 

Apr 25 
 

 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 153-166 

May 2 
 

 Derrida, Of Grammatology, 166-178 

Second Project Due 

 
 

 
 

 


